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From the Editor
Car season is now ripping along and
our branches have some great events
planned for our members. One event, The
Restoration Fair in Sannich has already
taken place. I went to it along with a few
other Vancouver/Coast branch members
and we really enjoyed it. Thanks to the
South Island Branch members for doing
such a good job. Lets hope it grows.
To all our members...Get out support
and enjoy the events some of our hard
working members have planned for you.
The Vancouver All British Field Meet
was held this past Victoria Day weekend
and it was incredible. I am told there were
six hundred forty seven entries and they
then cut off the entries. Every where you
looked there were great examples of the
vehicles we love so much. Two very rare
pre war cars stand out for me. One was a
Lagonda Rapide boat tailed roadster and
the other was an Invicta S type low chassis.
Both are magnificent cars which I have
never seen in the flesh before and were all
original unrestored examples. Wow, I am
still thinking about what was to be seen at
the Vancouver ABFM.
Messages from the Colonies - The last
few editions of the Vancouver Coast
Branch newsletter, The Roundabout editor
Steve Hutchens ran some very interesting
articles, actually in depth essays, about the
demise of the British motor trade. These
were written by scholars who dissected and
analyzed the very strong niche market the
British sports cars had and how it was lost.
What happened with the sports cars is actually what happened to the rest of British
trade.
They seemed to stumble along with
some very good things and tripped up on
some very poor things. However, there was
one constant that helped to direct them in
the right direction and that was messages
from the colonies. The input from the dealers, primarily in North America , helped to
keep the British motor trade strong and
healthy. For example, it was Fred Deeley in
the very early thirties who told Herbert Aus-

tin that his small inexpensive mass produced cars would sell here. Austin then
built cars to Canadian specifications and
Fred Deeely was quite successful at selling
them. That can be looked upon as the first
example of a mass production British car
having success building a purpose type for
North America.
There are other good stories of how
input from North America helped out such
as Jay‘s Automotive in Vancouver suggesting to the Rover factory to put breathers on
the new I.R.S. so that they wouldn‘t keep
blowing oil seals. One of the most notable
stories was to do with the new 850cc Austin
Mini. The northern California BMC dealer
was so disgusted with the performance of
this weak little thing he demanded that the
BMC manager for the US come out for a
demonstration drive. The little car couldn‘t
make it up some of the hills in San Francisco and couldn‘t get up to speed fast
enough to merge with traffic on the highway. This was a car that was supposed to
compete with Volkswagen but wasn‘t even
as fast as one. A few years later the Mini
1000 came out and sales wise was quite a

success. Didn‘t they go through this nonsense with the Morris Minor a decade earlier?
One of my favorite stories about dealer
input was to do with the new Jaguar E type.
In order to service the rear bakes the rear
suspension had to be dropped from the
body. This is because the calipers went in
the suspension cross member from the top
for the new inboard brake system. The
cross member was bolted up under the rear
floor. As you can imagine this took quite a
lot of time and expense for a regular operation. Some of the North American dealers
simply cut a couple of holes in the rear floor
above the brakes, serviced them and then
welded up the holes. The Jaguar factory
caught on and provided removable panels
for ease of service.
OECC website, historic British motoring in BC page update. I found a very good
article from a 1951 issue of Western Business and Commerce about the history of
Fred Deeley plus some pictures of him and
his son Fred Deeley Jr and his son Trev
Deeley. Please check it out.

Servicing rear brakes according to Jaguar. Really?

The 2009 Vancouver All British Field Meet
Automotive Splendor in vanDuusen Botanical Gardens
Photos by Walter Reynolds

1932 Invicta S Type Low Chassis, 4.5 L 6 Cyl

Lagonda Rapide, Standard Avon, and Aston Marin coupe No. 1

Three Morgan Trikes helped to celebrate 100 years of Morgan

5 Drophead Coupes were part of the massive display of Morgans

Modified cars on display included this well crafted Morris Minor PU
and a beautiful little Morris 8

A good display of British Bikes included this original invalids chair
powered by a villiars engine

The Post ABFM Garden Party was at Alan and Mary Lou Miles Home

South Island Branch Report
Mad March Hare Run—By John Beresford
According to Wikipedia, to be as "mad as a
March hare is an English idiomatic phrase
derived from the observed antics, said to occur only in the March breeding season of the
Hare. The phrase is an allusion that can be
used to refer to any other animal or human
who behaves in the excitable and unpredictable manner of a March hare".
While none of the participants of the March
Run were actually seen to emulate mad
March hares, some were dressed as only a
mad hare might. This apparent madness was
caused by a desire to win the most outlandish
T-shirt competition, which was an added feature of the run. But more of that later.
The afternoon began at the customary Western Communities starting point, the Juan de
Fuca Library parking lot. The usual diverse
range of vehicles were on hand, ranging from
Bedford to Bentley. In fact, the only two nearduplicates were a pair of red Austin Healeys.
All told, thirteen cars and assorted occupants
were ready to venture up the Malahat.
Tour leader Brian Bishop handed out no less
that three large scale maps, with directions
quite clearly marked. This of course did not
prevent some teams from venturing off the
designated route from time to time.
The run was quite uneventful, with no mad
antics being observed behind the old English
steering wheels.It was also an interesting time
to drive the backroads of the Cowichan Valley,
as the lack of leaves on the trees allows
peeks into yards and gardens where all sorts
of interesting garages, sheds and barns can
be seen. Who knows what may lie within?
Most participants, except those tempted by
the Merridale Cidery, arrived at the Shipyard
Pub on time. We were seated in the upstairs
area, where food and drink was soon on the
table, though not quite soon enough for our
tour organizer, who feared the beer barrel
may have run out before his order had been
filled.
The upstairs room also provided a suitably
semi-private area for some of the more
risqu√© T-shirts to be displayed. Popularity
was gauged by the applause from the group,
the loudest of which seemed to be for the
more politically incorrect attire.
Overall winner was ex-policeman Roger Barrie, closely followed by Trevor Parker, who
was not quite brave enough to actually wear
his "Adolf Hitler European Tour" garment. Bob
Tibbo's effort was admired, though it may
have displayed a bit too much skin for the
refined taste of some of the ladies. Deirdre
Beresford was found to be in possession of
the oldest ECAIP t-shirt.

Brian and Sylvia distributed the prizes and
with that the group headed for home. At least
a couple of cars took the Mill Bay Ferry across
the water, a relaxing way to end the day.

Thanks to the Bishops and to those who participated in the run, all of whom appeared to
resist the temptation to behave as Mad March
Hares.

South Island Branch Report
Restoration Fair—By Robert Atkins
The sunny weather brought the crowds out for our 4th
annual Restoration Fair and Swap Meet at Heritage
Acres making this the best attended "Resto" date.
Over seven hundred visitors paid at the gate with
around fifty more bringing either a car for sale or hosting a booth or table. In total we had fifteen cars for sale
with at least two being sold. The Dynamo classifieds
section carries adverts for some of these unsold classics.
We lost count of the English cars coming and going
through the day but it is clear that well over one hundred and twenty visited the Fair not counting those
which for some strange reason remained in the general
parking area.
The event had excellent support from local specialist
clubs and The Victoria MG Club, Victoria Minis and the
Jaguar Car Club of Victoria all brought their club tents
and put on marque displays. The Vancouver Coast
Branch supported the Fair very well with eleven members making the trip over. Steve Diggins brought his
recently completed Austin A90 resplendent in two-tone
green ‚Äì an appropriate colour scheme for the prevailing eco-fashion. The South Island Branch table attracted three new members and sold regalia.
Trade support was strong with tables from the following: Al Pedersen Books, BCAA, The British Car Shop,
Coventry Woodworks, Double S Exhausts, ElectroShine, Heywood Motors (from Vancouver), JB
Group, Shiney Car Products and Strutwise.
Many keen members of the SIB helped on the day to
make the event run smoothly. This broad involvement
was very much appreciated and helped enormously in
the Fair‚Äôs success.
The approximate net revenue after all expenses was
$1,300.

Comox Branch Report

.SPRING TIME WITH THE COMOX VALLEY
OECC BRANCH
Our group got together for a Chinese feast to
celebrate the Chinese New Year at Frank de
Carlo‘s place on Bobbie Burns night {January
25th} it was a great evening when many of us
told stories about our cars and why we love
them so, even thou most of them were tucked
up for the winter.
February saw us on a run put together by
David Whitworth, to the Griffin Pub in which
many of us talked about the projects that we
were doing on our cars. David Whitworth was
complaining how cold it was in his garage as
he is trying to prepare his new acquisition,- a
1969 2+2 E type that had been a bit neglected
under the hood and was taking more time
then expected.
March and many of our cars are back on the
road. We joined the Campbell River group for
a Garage tour and saw some beautiful cars
and ended up at a Pub Lunch at Salmon Point
on the 8th of March. We were back up to
Campbell River for the annual Miles Per Ton
Rally that Dennis Broad put together March
22nd. We even got our picture in the local
paper! I thought I should have won as we

only used 1 ½ liters of fuel but they said the
Lotus could not possible have run THAT efficiently – Ron Ventner won in his Bently, so we
went from the lightest car to the heaviest car!

One of the events planned for April, a Car
Show supporting the Therapeutic Riding
Group was rained out Easter weekend which
was unfortunate. But 15 cars joined the run

that was organized down to Coombs to Larry‘s
Toy Box on the 26th of April. This is a fellow
who prepares beautiful cars and demonstrated to all of us how to work an English
Wheel. The day was warmer and sunny
which was a great feeling after all the cold
days we have had. It was a great run down
the old highway, with Steve Watkins leading
us in his little yellow Austin Healey Sprite and
Ron Ventner‘s Bentley near the end and making all the sports cars look like toys.
May always starts with a gathering of all car
enthusiasts here in the Valley- The Valley
Vintage Wheels, the Classic Cruisers and the
OECC gather for a Swap and Shop, and Car
Show on the first Sunday of the Month, it is a
good thing that we all have this weekend to
check out the great number of great cars we
have in the Valley, many people have British
and Vintage or Classic cars and the exchange
of information is helpful.
At our monthly meetings which we are holding
free of charge in the Elks Hall in Courtenay
every 3rd Tues of the month. We have been
having great tech talks. And it is hoped that
the info on oils, SU Carbs, spring prep, will
encourage confidence in our members to work
on their cars themselves. May 24th will see us
at Frank de Carlo‘s for a ―tech day‖ when
members are encouraged to bring their car
see how their Carb‘s are functioning and a
general information sharing day with a BBQ
thrown in!
Our main energy is going towards our ALL
BRITISH MEET AT THE FILBERG, we have
the wine made, the Park booked and we have
chosen the feature car for the year which is
one of our newer members, Brian and Cathy
Wills‘s beautiful mini. So we look forward to
seeing you all on August 16 at the Filberg!

Central Island Branch

The branch has a very active 88 members, so far this year, with about half of
them attending our monthly meetings. In
my estimation an extremely good turn out.
Well, I have never met a club as active
as the OECC Central Branch. It seems we
never stop. A very nice club to belong to, if
you can stand the pace. We should be
called the "Wanderers" or "Nomads" or
some such. It includes some of the nicest
people I have had the priveledge to meet
in my long life.
There seems to be something going on
every weekend, or, for 2 days, or, 3 days;
BATS this year, a 12 day event, running
from June 20, to July 1.
If you are interested in viewing the write
up on our trips, please go to the OECC
web site/Branches/ CIB/ Beano. I have
noted the issues of the BEANO at the end
of my write up on some of the trips we
went on. Really good write-ups and very
good pictures in the BEANO. Fortunately
we have some people in our club who are
experts at giving a recap, that is rife in
detail, and, short enough to be entertaining
and concise enough to not bore you. Also
the pictures, while not taken by professional photographers, would certainly do
credit to the craft.
I have made a brief summary of some
of the trips my wife Joyce and I have

made. Extensive reviews are all in the
BEANO.
If you have not already heard, "Brits
Round British Columbia" (BRBC) was a
smashing success last year. The intrepid
leaders coming from the Vancouver
Branch. Steve Hutchens and
Celia
Obrecht with a committee of Adele
Hedges, Pat Sparks and Wayne Watkins,
did a great job of organizing and implemention.. My wife and I had never been on
a long trip in the TR7 before, as a matter
of fact, the longest
trip prior to that was a
run down to Chemainus one day. The
restoration of the TR7
was just completed
about a month before.(?completed), so
it was with great
trepidition that we set
out. First problem
was a leaking heater
c o r e
i n
Nanaimo.Fixed that
by taking off the
hoses and plugging
them. Then we
thought we had alternator problems. Replaced the alternator;

at great cost. Found after we arrived home
that the new battery, intermittently dropped
a cell, which left only ten volts and would
not excite the alternator. Very impressed
with mechanical help we received. We
were extremely impressed with the knowledge and organization that went into the
trip. The two of us decided that we would
definitely go on more trips with that group.
In other words we were hooked on touring
with the people from the OECC. I believe a
belated thanks is in order. If you want the

official write go to the July-Aug BEANO.
The Central Island Branch hosted the
AGM in Nanaimo in 2008. Another well
planned and executed event. The event
took place while "BRBC" was taking
place, and, all of the cars on tour took a
little break to attend. We all had a great
time. BEANNO July-Aug.
Brits on the Beach is held each year in
Ladysmith on Transfer Beach, a mainstay
of the clubs excursions. The original cofounder Nigel Muggeridge passed away
in 2008, and was so well respected by the
club, that a "hat" was passed around to
purchase a bench, to be placed on his
favourite parking spot. This was accomplished in the fall of 2008. BEANO JulyAug.
Of course we attended the annual
Nanaimo Empire Days Parade in 2008
and 2009. A good chance to sit and gossip about cars while waiting for the parade
to start. I work on the basis that my fast is
other peoples slow, and, sitting around is
my kind of sport. BEANO May-June.
Then of course we attended many
other runs. One memorial run, for the
wrong reasons, I found out that my DHC
actually did not keep out the rain. Every
time we stopped, a deluge came from the
roof onto both of us, but, the people in the
hard tops, made not one snide remark. A
couple of the wags on the TR7/TR8 website, perhaps had the best advice, after I
asked for help, one said "you drove it in
the rain?" another "keep a hard roof over
you, stay in your garage". Apparently they
had the same experience Joyce and I
had.
If you want a list of the events we are
running, or, the events that some of us
will attend which are put on by other
branches, please go to the Central Island
Branch website. It would be a pleasure
for us, if you attended, to see and talk to
you. You are all welcome anytime.
All the best to you and yours.
May the wind be always at your back.
Norman Hall Chairman
Central Island Branch

Vancouver Coast Branch Report—by Walter Reynolds
We have had a full calendar for this time of
the year; the details follow:
February 3rd: Regular monthly meeting, this
time at the Rainbow Station, location of the
Vancouver Miniature Railway Society. Here
we viewed more of Steve Diggins‘ Austin Factory movies.
February 14th: Valentines Day Run: Ken Miles
organized the run this year and had us driving
through three municipalities, each with a River
Road. We started from the McDonald‘s in
Ladner and ended at the Steveston Buck‘n
Ear Pub for fish and chips (and beer). Shortly
after the start, we visited the Riefel Migratory
Bird Sanctuary in Delta where some of us
even fed the birds!
March 3rd: Branch AGM, back at the Rainbow
Station. Executive election results:
Chairman: Steve Hutchens
Vice-Chair: Steve Diggins
Treasurer: Colin Crabbe
Secretary: Dennis Nelson.
March 15th: St. Patrick‘s Day Parade, Vancouver. The Branch was asked to enter some
cars into the 2009 parade. 8 cars participated,
along with their drivers, of course. Special
places were given to Alan & Mary Lou Miles‘
Rapier convertible and Steve & Celia
Hutchens‘ Morgan: each carried a Parade
dignitary (MP Dr. Heddi Fry with the Miles,
Vancouver‘s Mayor Gregor Robertson with the
Hutchens). This parade is said to be the largest of its type in Western Canada and this
year was treated to sun, rain and snow.
April 5th: The Branch was invited to participate in the Vancouver International Auto
Show. We had 20 cars; an excellent showing.
Although we were not put in the promised
location (outside by the main entrance), we
did attract a fair amount of attention (and admission to the Show was free!) We met in
Queen Elizabeth Park and travelled as a convoy to BC Place.
April 7th: Regular Monthly meeting, this time at
Coquitlam Automotive. Our visits here are
always interesting and informative, learning
about engine repair and rebuild. They work on
British engines, but not as many as in years
gone by.
April 19th: Fort Langley Run: Organized this
year by Steve Diggins, we drove roads in
Langley that we had not been on before – not
an easy task considering the small geographical area around Fort Langley. Lunch was at
the Fort Langley Pub, after which we walked
up to where the Langley Area Mostly British
car club was having their annual St. George‘s
Day car show at the Fort Langley Community
Hall.
May 5th: Regular Monthly meeting, held at the

Valentines Day Run: A few of the cars waiting for the ―Off‖ at McDonald‘s.

No details were on the Alvis when I took this picture, but the car is still my 2009 favourite!

Fort Langley Run: Waiting for the Shaws to arrive in their TR4

Billy Bishop Pub in the Kitsilano Legion, Vancouver. This was an opportunity to catch up
with club members and to enjoy the ambiance
of the Billy Bishop memorabilia on the pub‘s
walls.
May 16th: ABFM at Van Dusen Gardens,
Vancouver. This is the ―Ascot‖ of British Car
events on the Lower Mainland and the official
start to our ‗car show‘ season. Almost 600
cars were registered this year, with the greater
majority of them being present. I took lots of
pictures (shown elsewhere in the Spanner),
but my Show Favourite was this 1930‘s Alvis
roadster (which was also shown in a linerendering on the 2008 ABFM award plaques).
May 16th: Our post-ABFM Garden Party was
held, for the second year, at Alan & Mary Lou

Miles‘ home in Richmond. The meal was catered and delicious. Their street was the location of an impromptu British car show!
Coming up for our Branch:
June 2nd: Regular Monthly meeting at
Tucker‘s Tin Farm (a private collection of
North American cars, plus a doll collection and
a garden train layout). This will be our first visit
in almost 5 years and should be an enjoyable
time.
June 14th: Fred Bennett, Bill Grant and me
and Linda will representing the Branch by
have our cars in the Opening Celebrations for
the Golden Ears Bridge. The bridge is a toll
bridge and spans the Fraser River between
Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows to the north and
Langley/Surrey to the south.

Various other events during the summer
months, plus
November 1st: London to Brighton Commemorative Run:

The Vancouver St. Patrick’s Day Parade—Photos by Lorna Hoare—March 15
It was sunny, then it rained, then it snowed, then it cleared up, but the pipers kept piping and the little British vehicles kept pace in Western Canada‘s largest St. Patrick‘s Day Parade.

Alan and Mary Lou Miles with local MLA Heddie Fry in the Rapier
leading the parade.

Steve Diggins in his Cambridge and Italo Cirillo in the Vauxhall following a
pipe band.

Steve Hutchens and Celia with Vancouver Mayor Gregor Robertson in the Morgan.

Les Foster in his Thames along with Gerry Parkinson—MGBGT, Bill Grant—
Morris Minor, David BAllantine—Jensen proudly represented the OECC.

ANOTHER ONE SAVED
An Austin Westminster hits the road
after three years of restoration
by Steve Diggins.
When was the last time you saw an
Austin Westminster, the A95 model, on the
road? For me I think it was back in the seventies when I used to drive one. They sold quite
a few in our area which might amount to a
couple of hundred and if you ever talk to
someone who owned one they will tell you it
was a damn good car.
The one I used to drive was quite lively
and I used to surprise a number of other
drivers with it. The shifter was on the column
which I didn‘t like but it had good power and a
nice tight suspension. It didn‘t wallow around
like the domestic cars would. This was a nice
driving car.
The one you see here ended up in
Hope where I got it from. However, it was
originally sold by Plimley in Victoria to someone who lived on Saltspring Island. Thankfully
it only had a few bumps and bruises and
didn‘t look too bad for rust. I didn‘t really go
looking for an A95, it sort of found me. The
owner somehow got my name and number
and called me to let me know he had this car
which he had lost interest in. What he really
wanted was an Austin pickup truck. Well I
knew where there was one for sale and put
him in touch. He bought the truck and had to
move the A95. We struck a deal and the A95
was mine.
After having it sitting to one side for a
few years I decided to get down to it and get it
done. I figured the way to go would be a complete ground up restoration. So I checked to
see what parts were available to do such a job
and found that a firm in England had most of
what I needed. I wasn‘t too concerned about
the mechanical items because the big
Healeys use the same drive train. It was more
to do with items such as windshield rubbers
and window channel that concerned me, but
no problem, they were available from Earlpart.
Did I mention it has the same 2.6L
straight six as the Healey 100/6? Well, that is
one of the reasons this car is quite rare. Aside
from the fact that not too many people restore
sedans some of the Healey owners look upon
the Westminsters as rolling parts bins. Everything from brakes to electrics to the engine
and more can be used on a Healey. Buy a two
hundred dollar rust bucket Westminster and
end up with two thousand dollars worth of
Healey parts. I don‘t think there are more than
six A95‘s left in the province.
Elaine Lafontaine has a very rare countryman
(station wagon) version which is one of eleven

known to exist. They made another version
with twin SUs called the A105 and there is
one of those in the Okanagan. I think I can
safely say this is the only A95 in North America to have had a ground up restoration. I
don‘t know of another one and the people at
Earlpart are not aware of any.
Every aspect of this car has been
checked, restored or replaced as required.
The body was in good straight condition with
only the sills and floor pans requiring replacement. A few smaller areas needed repairs
which is not bad for a car from a damp climate
like ours. Pat Jones did the welding and in
return I have done the seats for his Riley.
The body was chemically stripped of all
paint and prepared to bare metal. It was then
painted with PPG epoxy primer. The finish
paint is acrylic urethane by PPG. The colours
are the original leaf green with BRG insert on
the sides.
All weather seal on the body and windows is new except for the quarter windows
which is not available. The chrome on the
front and rear of the car is redone. The
chrome down the sides is original except for
the door handles which were redone. The hub
caps are redone. The tires are new Dunlop
radials (4) with the spare being an original
Dunlop Goldseal.
The interior is completely new. This
includes door panels, headliner (wool), carpets, fire wall sound proofing, seat cushions,
leather upholstery, door surround furflex and
under dash parcel shelf. Green leather is hard
to find these days and I was lucky to locate
this pure green which matches the original.
Mechanically the car has been thoroughly restored with the engine and electrical
components rebuilt, the transmission serviced,
new oil seals in the rear axle, new king pins
and rebuilt shocks at the front. The braking
system is completely new which includes
wheel cylinders, brake shoes, hoses, hydraulics lines and master cylinder. For better
safety the master cylinder has been upgraded
to a dual system (MGB) which was mandated
for all production cars in 1967. Front suspension bushings have been upgraded to polyurethane.
I have had it out on the road and my
memory serves me well. This is a nice driving
car. It gets up and goes and likes the open
road more than anything. I think this was
BMC‘s finest touring car. It has received a lot
of compliments and I think the best one was
from someone who thanked me for restoring
such a beautiful car.
The Westminster is now for sale to
make way for my pre war projects.

British trucks large and small are an important part of our motoring heritage in BC. All
the well known British makers of trucks sold
various models here. In the top picture you
see a Hillman van in 1938 parked outside
Walmsley Motors in Vancouver. The front
half appears to be primer and the van part is
bare aluminum, ready for the new owner to
put on his own colours. The photo below
shows the fifty Austin Countryman vans
bought by the Ministry of Forestry in 1950 for

use throughout the province. They are all
painted dark green and have just arrived off
the boat. The logging truck on the next page
is an Austin K4, five ton truck used in the
Fraser Valley.
These photos of British trucks in BC
and a number of others will be posted on our
club web site historic photo page. If you
come across any pictures which help document our history with British trucks please let
us know or send them to our web master.

S.D.
HILLMAN VAN
City of Vancouver Archives - CVA99-3001Stuart Thomson photo
AUSTIN A40’s
Vancouver Public Library - 28733

I cut down trees, I drive my Austin
And go to the lavatory

(sung by a group of Mounties)
He‘s a lumberjack and he‘s ok
He sleeps all night and works all day.

Well...what I really want to be is a lumberjack! Going from
tree to tree in the vast forests of British Columbia. Chopping
down the larch, the pines, the mighty Douglas fir and the
Little Whopping Rule Tree. Then I‘d put all that logging on the
back of my big ole Austin. Yes, that‘s the life for me!
(breaking into song)
I‘m a lumberjack and I‘m ok
I sleep all night and work all day

I‘m a lumberjack and I‘m ok
I sleep all night and work all day.
I cut down trees, I skip and jump
I like to press wild flowers
I put on women‘s clothing
and hang around in bars

(sung by Mounties)
He cuts down trees, drives his Austin
And goes to the lavatory
On Wednesdays he goes shopping
And has buttered scones for tea.

On Wednesdays I go shopping
And have buttered scones for tea

(sung by Mounties)
He‘s a lumberjack and he‘s ok
He sleeps all night and works all day
He cuts down trees, he skips and jumps
He likes to press wild flowers
He likes to put on women‘s clothing
And hang around in bars?
(the Mounties have looks of disbelief and disgust.) There is
more but you probably don‘t want to hear it. Our apologies to
Monty Python‘s Flying Circus.

Ford Ad from 1985

